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i. Foreword 

 
Gathered Here 
(www.gatheredhere.com.au) is Australia’s 
largest funeral comparison website. 
 
Our mission is to empower families to 
make better decisions when finding a 
funeral director through greater industry 
information and transparency. 
 
From Price Transparency to Service 
Transparency 

 
Prior to the launch of our website in 
2017, price transparency in the 
Australian funeral industry was virtually 
non-existent, and the media regularly 
featured stories of price gouging and 
opportunistic selling in the sector.  
 
We set out to create a price comparison 
resource that would both protect 
consumers from these negative practices 
and assist with decision making when 
searching for a funeral director. 
 
In the process, we amassed the itemised 
price lists of over 825 funeral home 
branches which are now freely available 
for comparison on our website. 
 
While price is a key factor for most 
families, and is the focus of this report, 
we would like to take the opportunity to 
mention that price is not (and should not 
be) the only factor that families look to 
when selecting a funeral director. Equally 
important is the quality of service and 
care rendered to the family and the 
deceased.  
 

To facilitate the assessment of service 
quality, we have developed a strong 
focus on collecting and maintaining 
independent customer reviews. Today, it 
forms a vital layer of “service 
transparency” on our website, and 
consumers can browse over 1,500 
reviews. 
 
As families continue to shift online to find 
and assess services, we expect this form 
of service transparency to grow in 
importance in the industry, and see it 
becoming an area of critical importance 
for funeral home operations and 
management. 
 
A Better Informed Future 
 
Moving forward, we see it as our 
responsibility to advance the accuracy 
and availability of price and service 
transparency in the funeral sector. 
 
Through the research contained in this 
report, we hope to enable consumers to 
make better informed choices and 
encourage further discourse on the 
importance of transparency and 
consumer empowerment in the 
Australian funeral industry. 
 
We are proud to present this report 
which is the most comprehensive study 
of funeral pricing to be published in 
Australia. 
 
Colin Wong 
Founder, Gathered Here 
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ii. Snapshot of Funeral Prices in Australia 
 

Average starting price for a 
Cremation in Australia  
 

$5,867 

Most expensive state to die 
in 
 

WA 

Cremations are the most 
popular type of funeral 
 

75.50% 
 

A high percentage of 
consumers are going 
online to compare prices 
 

29.95% 

Funeral homes with no 
physical office are cheaper 
on average 
 

-20.36% 

Funeral homes with 5+ 
branches are more 
expensive on average 
 

22.81% 
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iii. Executive Summary 
 
iii.a Average Price of a Funeral in Australia 

 
● WA is the most expensive state for a funeral, at an average price of $6,610  1

● SA is the least expensive state for a funeral, at an average price of $4,992 
● NSW, VIC and QLD form the middle range, where an average funeral costs between $5,592 

and $6,088 
 

 

 

 

iii.b Price Ranges for Funerals 

 

● The average spread between the cheapest and most expensive basic funeral is $5,066. This 
demonstrates the considerable savings families can make by researching and comparing 
prices online. 

● Of all types of funerals, No Service, No Attendance Cremations (“NSNA Cremations”) have 
the greatest spread in price with a difference of $7,201 recorded between the cheapest and 
most expensive options in NSW. In our view, this price spread is exacerbated by budget 
funeral homes which specialise in NSNA Cremations, and premium funeral homes which do 
not target this market but will still quote on this type of service (at an inflated price) if 
requested.  

 

1 We have used the cost of a “Single Service Cremation” as the definition of a standard funeral as it is the most 
popular type of funeral in Australia (see section 6 of this report). 
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iii.c Funeral Price by Company Size 

 

● We can observe a direct correlation between price and the number of branches operated by 
a funeral home, indicating a strong “brand name” premium 

 

 

 

 

● On average, prices differ from the national average by -20.36%, -6.39%, 5.28%, 9.78% and 
20.81% when the number of physical branches operated by the funeral home is 0, 1, 2, 3-4 
and 5+, respectively. 
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iii.d Popularity of Burial vs Cremation 

 

● Nationally, 22.89% of funerals in Australia are NSNA Cremations, 24.5% are Burials, and 
52.61% are Cremations with a service  
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iii.e Online Price Research Trends 

 
● WA is the most tech-savvy state when it comes to researching and comparing funeral prices 

online, with the arrangement of 29.95% of funerals including a search on Gathered Here 
● VIC is the least tech-savvy state, with the arrangement of 12.56% of funerals arranged 

including a search on Gathered Here 
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1  About this Report 
 

1.1  Objectives  
 

In this report, we seek to leverage the data we have collected to offer greater insight into 
funeral prices and consumer trends around the country. Specifically, we investigate the 
following: 
 

● The average price of four popular types of funerals: no service, no attendance 
cremation; single service cremation; single service burial; and dual service burial 

● Funeral price drivers, including: 
○ Location 
○ Region 
○ Company size 

● Popularity of different types of funerals 
● Online shopping and research trends in the funeral industry 

 
1.2  Independent and Impartial Report   
 

Gathered Here is an independent company and is not owned or affiliated with any other 
company. 
 
We take a neutral and impartial stance in the funeral industry, and do not advocate for or 
against the engagement of any particular funeral operators or associations. 

 
 

2  Methodology 
 

2.1  About the Data in this Report and on our Website 
 

The data used in this report has been collected by Gathered Here Pty Ltd and is the same 
data which is presented on our website, www.gatheredhere.com.au.  
 
The prices used in this report and on our website have been collected in a variety of ways. 
While some funeral directors submit their official pricing details for display on our website, 
the majority of prices on our website have been collected by calling, emailing and meeting 
with funeral homes directly as a mystery shopper. Accordingly, the majority of this data 
should not be regarded as the official prices of funeral homes but rather as indicative prices 
and estimates only. 
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2.2  Standardised Price Collection Methodology 
 

In order to ensure consistency across quoted prices, when collecting data, we seek quotes 
based on a standardised set of inclusions for fixed types of funerals, and ask for the starting 
price for each.  
 
It is important to note that the single service burial and dual service burial options detailed 
in this report do not include cemetery fees (i.e. the cost of the burial plot and the cost of 
interment) which can be significant expenses and vary quite significantly between locations 
and cemeteries. 
 
Currently, we only collect and display funeral pricing data for NSW, VIC, QLD, SA and WA. 
Next year, we aim to increase our coverage to include TAS, NT and ACT. 
 
Data is collected and updated on our website annually. 

 
2.3  Sample Selection 
 

The data in this report is drawn from 825 funeral director listings on our website. 
 
2.4  Types of Funerals Covered 
 

This report investigates the pricing of four popular types of funerals: 
 

● (No service, no attendance cremation) As the name suggests, this is a cremation 
without any ceremony. It is the lowest priced option offered by funeral directors. 

 
● (Single service cremation) A cremation with a ceremony at one location (i.e. chapel, 

church or other place of worship).  
 

● (Single service burial) A burial with a ceremony at one location (i.e. chapel, church, 
other place of worship or the graveside). 

 
● (Dual service burial) A burial with a pre-service at one location (i.e. chapel, church or 

other place of worship) followed by a procession to the cemetery for a final 
committal ceremony. 
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3 Funeral Prices by State 
 

This section analyses the variance in funeral prices between NSW, VIC, QLD, SA and WA. 
 
3.1  Average Funeral Prices by State 
 

In this report, we may refer to an “Index” which is calculated as the average of the four 
reported types of funerals. 
 
According to the Index, WA is the most expensive state for a funeral, while SA is the 
cheapest. 
 
The average cost of a funeral in Western Australia is 14.81% greater than the national 
average, while South Australia is 15.07% cheaper. The deviations from the national average 
for NSW, VIC and QLD are 3.73%, 2.8% and -6.27%, respectively. 

 

State  NSNA Cremation 
Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index  2

NSW  4311  6053  5131  5359  5214 

VIC  3708  6088  5326  5544  5167 

QLD  2959  5592  5036  5256  4711 

SA  2756  4992  4545  4782  4269 

WA  4035  6610  5970  6466  5770 

 
 

 
 
 

2 The Index is the average price of the four reported types of funerals (NSNA Cremation, Single Service 
Cremation, Single Service Burial and Dual Service Burial). 
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3.2  Analysis 
 

Below, we have broken down funeral prices for each type of funeral further by the use of 
box-and-whisker graphs. The upper box boundary indicates the third quartile (or 75th 
percentile), while the lower box boundary indicates the first quartile (or 25th percentile). The 
endpoints of the “whiskers” are the maximum and minimum reported values in the dataset. 

 
3.2.1  NSNA Cremation Prices by State 

 
On average, NSW is the most expensive state for an NSNA Cremation at $4,311, while SA is 
the cheapest state at $2,756.  
 
NSW offers the most expensive NSNA Cremation at $8,816, while QLD offers the cheapest at 
$1,290. The $7,526 spread between these prices is significant, and is the greatest spread 
amongst the four different types of funerals analysed in this report.  
 

 
 
 
3.2.2 Single Service Cremation Prices by State 
 

On average, WA is the most expensive state for a Single Service Cremation at $6,610, while 
SA is the cheapest state at $4,992. 
 
The distribution of prices for Single Service Cremations is similar in NSW, VIC and QLD with 
the interquartile ranges being between $5,008 and $6,979. 
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3.2.3 Single Service Burial Prices by State 
 

On average, WA is the most expensive state for a Single Service Burial at $5,970, while SA is 
the cheapest state at $4,545.  3

 
The distribution of prices for Single Service Burials is similar in NSW, VIC and QLD with the 
interquartile ranges being between $4,436 and $6,206. 

 

 

 
 
3.2.4 Dual Service Burial Prices by State 
 

On average, WA is the most expensive state for a Dual Service Burial at $6,466, while SA is 
the cheapest state at $4,782. 

3 As noted in section 2.2, the burial prices in this report do not include cemetery fees. 
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The distribution of prices for Dual Service Burials is similar in NSW, VIC and QLD with the 
interquartile ranges being between $4,646 and $6,461. 

 

 

 
 
3.3 Observations 
 

The pricing in each state for Single Service Cremations, Single Service Burials and Dual 
Service Burials follows a very similar trend, with WA being the most expensive, SA being the 
cheapest, and NSW, VIC and QLD prices falling within a similar interquartile range. 
 
The fact that these types of funerals follow a very similar trend is not surprising, as the price 
relationship between these types of funerals can be attributed to the inclusion/non-inclusion 
of several standardised items: 
 

● On average, Single Service Cremations are $665 more expensive than Single Service 
Burials. This difference represents the additional cost of the cremation fee and 
cremation certificate, and (often) the cost saving of a slightly cheaper coffin. 

 
● On average, Dual Service Burials are $280 more than Single Service Burials. This 

difference represents the increased professional services fee required to coordinate 
and staff the service between two locations.  

 
Interestingly, NSNA Cremations do not follow the same trend. One could argue that, 
theoretically, NSNA Cremation prices should be quite similar in price with a small range of 
variation, as “what you get” is very standardised - namely, a simple disposal of the body and 
return of the ashes. More expensive and variable costs such as venue, coffin, flowers, 
staffing, vehicles etc. are not a factor for NSNA Cremations as there is no service. 
 
However, the opposite is true. Of all the funeral types analysed in this report, NSNA 
Cremations have the largest spread between the most expensive and cheapest options - in 
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NSW, this spread is $7,201. In our view, the key driver behind this disparity is branding and 
positioning between “premium” and “budget” funeral directors. Premium funeral directors 
do not target this market, but will still offer a price quote if asked (at an inflated price), while 
some budget funeral directors specialise in offering this type of service at the cheapest price. 

 
 

4 Funeral Prices by Region 
 
4.1 Analysis 

 
This section analyses the variance in funeral prices between regions in NSW, VIC, QLD, SA 
and WA. 
 
Defining the sample sets: When calculating the averages for each region, we defined the 
sample set as including all funeral homes with offices within a 15km radius of the centre of 
each region. 
 

4.1.1 NSW Regions 
 
Sydney’s North Shore, followed by the Eastern Suburbs, are the most expensive regions in 
NSW for a funeral, while Western Sydney and South-West Sydney are the cheapest. 

 

Region 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
Sydney Avg 

North Shore  4882  6468  5524  5887  5690  5.70% 

Eastern Suburbs  4575  6419  5407  5766  5542  2.95% 

Southern Sydney  4361  6212  5360  5687  5405  0.41% 

Inner West  4481  6255  5292  5536  5391  0.14% 

Sydney Metro  4300  6354  5375  5504  5383  0.00% 

Central Coast  3907  6382  5578  5655  5380  -0.05% 

Illawarra  4808  5794  5299  5583  5371  -0.23% 

South West 

Sydney  3802  6373  5320  5453  5237  -2.71% 

Western Sydney  4015  6004  5256  5543  5205  -3.32% 

 
 
4.1.2 VIC Regions 

 
Western Melbourne is the most expensive region in Victoria for a funeral, while Southern 
Melbourne is the cheapest by a considerable -13.07% margin. 
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The key driver for Southern Melbourne’s significantly cheaper price is that it is home to a 
higher number of small, independent funeral directors who offer cheaper services 
compared to the larger brands.  4

  

Region 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
Melbourne Avg 

Western 

Melbourne  4224  6838  6067  6421  5887  4.60% 

Outer Eastern 

Melbourne  4137  6696  5956  6157  5737  1.92% 

Inner Eastern 

Melbourne  3927  6682  5960  6286  5714  1.52% 

Melbourne Metro  4057  6630  5777  6050  5629  0.00% 

North Melbourne  4047  6555  5836  6005  5611  -0.31% 

Southern 

Melbourne  3610  5706  4992  5262  4893  -13.07% 

 
 
4.1.3 SE QLD Regions 

 
Redland followed by Moreton Bay are the most expensive regions in QLD for a funeral, while 
Ipwsich is the cheapest by a considerable -10.11% margin.  

 

Region 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
Brisbane Avg 

Redland  2950  5902  5503  5739  5023  4.72% 

Moreton Bay  3337  5924  5275  5435  4993  4.09% 

Gold Coast  3328  5663  5110  5380  4870  1.53% 

Brisbane Metro  2917  5655  5173  5442  4797  0.00% 

Logan  2987  5526  5092  5348  4738  -1.22% 

Ipswich  2942  5017  4488  4800  4312  -10.11% 

 
 
4.1.4 SA Regions 

 
McLaren Vale is slightly more expensive than the Adelaide average for a funeral, while 
Adelaide Plains is the cheapest by a considerable -10.92% margin.  
 

4 For more discussion on the impact of funeral home size and prices, see section 5 of this report. 
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Other regions in Adelaide do not have a high enough density of funeral homes to offer 
statistically significant data. 

 

Region 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
Adelaide Avg 

McLaren Vale  3055  5430  4887  5205  4644  2.20% 

Adelaide Metro  2923  5270  4869  5114  4544  0.00% 

Adelaide Plains  2815  4871  4159  4349  4048  -10.92% 

 
 
4.1.5 WA Regions 

 
South-West Perth is the most expensive region in WA for a funeral by a considerable 10.74% 
margin, while South-East Perth is the cheapest by a considerable -10.63% margin. 

 

Region 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
Perth Avg 

South West  4395  7954  7200  7572  6780  10.74% 

North West  4005  7356  6697  7146  6301  2.91% 

Perth Metro  4068  7052  6438  6934  6123  0.00% 

North East  3986  6690  6331  6980  5997  -2.06% 

South East  3890  6717  5515  5767  5472  -10.63% 

 
 
4.2  Observations 

 
Generally, the average price of a funeral in a given region aligns with the relative measures 
of wealth for that region (i.e. customers living in a wealthy region can expect to pay more for 
a funeral). However, in some cases, the correlation is not as strong as we might expect, or 
even presents the opposite of what we might expect. 
 
In our view, discrepancies are largely due to the existence of multiple funeral chains with 
offices spread out across the examined regions. These chains, which have generally 
consistent pricing from branch to branch, impact the data by “smoothing” pricing across 
regions, and also creating “spikes” in regions where they are absent. 
 
For example:  
 

● NSW, which has a high number of chains, presents pricing which does not deviate 
more than 5.7% from the Sydney Metro average - i.e. pricing is relatively smooth 
across regions 
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● South-East Perth, which has a significant -10.63% deviation from the Perth Metro 
average, has an absence of the more expensive chains that are spread consistently 
throughout most other regions 

 
 

5 Price by Funeral Home Size 
 
5.1  Analysis 
 

This section analyses the variance in funeral prices according to the number of office 
branches that are operated by a funeral home in NSW, VIC, QLD, SA and WA. 
 
This analysis includes all funeral directors in each state from the small operators with one 
office to the larger and more well known funeral brands which can operate over 20+ 
branches in a single state. It also includes what the funeral industry calls “briefcase funeral 
directors”; that is, funeral directors who do not operate out of a physical location and will 
instead drive out to visit with families in their own homes.  

 
5.1.1  NSW 

 

In NSW, selecting a funeral director with no physical branch is 5.04% cheaper than the state 
average, while selecting a chain with 5+ branches is 15.55% more expensive. 
 

 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
NSW Avg 

No Physical 

Branch  3244  5907  5031  5623  4951  -5.04% 

1 Branch  4203  5862  4962  5191  5055  -3.05% 

2 Branches  4683  6141  5201  5425  5362  2.84% 

3-4 Branches  5075  6298  5301  5512  5546  6.37% 

5+ Branches  5032  6969  5919  6178  6025  15.55% 
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5.1.2  VIC 
 

In VIC, selecting a funeral director with no physical branch is 24.19% cheaper than the state 
average, while selecting a chain with 5+ branches is 20.38% more expensive. 

 

 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
VIC Avg 

No Physical 

Branch  2294  4683  4170  4521  3917  -24.19% 

1 Branch  3524  5753  4963  5222  4866  -5.83% 

2 Branches  4140  6290  5470  5774  5418  4.86% 

3-4 Branches  4058  6434  5739  5923  5538  7.18% 

5+ Branches  4646  7261  6478  6496  6220  20.38% 

 
 
5.1.3  QLD 

 
In QLD, selecting a funeral director with no physical branch is 14.53% cheaper than the state 
average, while selecting a chain with 5+ branches is 17.90% more expensive. 
 

 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
QLD Avg 

No Physical 

Branch  1851  5159  4511  4586  4026  -14.53% 

1 Branch  2865  5059  4524  4751  4299  -8.74% 

2 Branches  2861  5445  5035  5254  4649  -1.32% 

3-4 Branches  3077  6182  5538  5644  5110  8.47% 

5+ Branches  4029  6298  5727  6163  5554  17.90% 

 
 

5.1.4  SA 
 
In SA, selecting a funeral director with no physical branch is 40.30% cheaper than the state 
average, while selecting a chain with 5+ branches is 32.79% more expensive. 
 

 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
SA Avg 

No Physical 

Branch  1695  2750  2750  3000  2549  -40.30% 

1 Branch  2733  4945  4547  4656  4220  -1.14% 

2 Branches  3191  5750  5038  5288  4816  12.82% 

3-4 Branches  3191  5750  5038  5288  4816  12.82% 

5+ Branches  3876  6529  5901  6369  5669  32.79% 
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5.1.5  WA 
 
In WA, selecting a funeral director with no physical branch is 20.78% cheaper than the state 
average, while selecting a chain with 5+ branches is 19.44% more expensive. 
 

 
NSNA 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Cremation 

Single Service 
Burial 

Dual Service 
Burial  Index 

Difference vs 
WA Avg 

No Physical 

Branch  2379  4975  4909  6023  4571  -20.78% 

1 Branch  3591  5778  5212  5754  5083  -11.90% 

2 Branches  3795  6968  6768  7318  6212  7.66% 

3-4 Branches  5140  7874  6645  6645  6576  13.97% 

5+ Branches  5072  7959  7096  7438  6892  19.44% 
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5.1.6  Australia 
 

Prices differ from the national average by -20.36%, -6.39%, 5.28%, 9.78% and 20.81% when 
the number of physical branches operated by the funeral home is 0, 1, 2, 3-4 and 5+, 
respectively. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
5.2  Observations 
 

We can observe a very strong correlation between funeral price and the number of branches 
that are operated by a funeral home.  
 
The significant discount in price for funeral directors with no physical branch is self 
explanatory: operating out of a physical location and purchasing facilities for the premises is 
a considerable expense which must be covered. Beyond this, the continued increase 
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appears to be a combination of paying a premium for brand and increased costs for 
additional facilities. 
 
 

6 Popularity of Burial vs Cremation 
 

6.1  Analysis 
 

This section analyses the popularity of burial vs cremation based on the number of queries 
searched by consumers on our website for burials and cremations. 
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6.2  Observations 
 

Cremation is the most popular choice of funeral by a significant margin in Australia, with 
75.50% of all queries on our website being for either NSNA Cremations or Service 
Cremations. Burials comprise 24.5% of all searches.  
 
It is interesting to note that across each state, the relative proportions of consumers 
searching for burials and cremations are fairly consistent. However, we can observe that 
burials are relatively more popular in VIC compared to the other states, while cremations are 
slightly more popular in WA and QLD compared to the other states. 

 
 

7 Online Price Research by State 
 

7.1 Analysis 
 

As Australia’s only funeral price comparison website, we are able to extrapolate some 
unique data and trends regarding online consumer behaviour in the funeral sector.  
 
This section analyses the percentage of funerals arranged in each state over the past year 
that included a comparison search on www.gatheredhere.com.au. 

 

 
 
 
7.2 Observations 
 

Western Australians are the most likely to research prices and customer reviews online 
when deciding which funeral director to engage, with 29.95% of all funerals arranged in 
metropolitan regions including a search on www.gatheredhere.com.au. Conversely, at 
12.56%, Victorians are the least likely to research funerals online. 
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This report is produced by Gathered Here Pty Ltd (“Gathered Here”). Copyright in this report is owned by 
Gathered Here.  
 
In the event that you use or quote from the data or material in this report for any purpose it is agreed that it will 
be sourced to: Gathered Here, and for online publications, hyperlink to our website 
(https://www.gatheredhere.com.au). 

 
Gathered Here reserves the right to make alterations to any data or material contained within this report without 
notice. 

 
Gathered Here makes no representation to any person with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data 
or material contained in this report, and it accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability 
which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage whatsoever suffered or incurred by any person resulting 
from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or material contained in this report.  

 

 

 


